We have previously published a comparison of theoretical and experimental results on the radio-frequency driven He discharge (J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 75, p.2789Vol. 75, p. ,1994. That publication represents the first successful prediction of the behavior of this type of discharge by an ab initio theory as verified by comparison with quantitative experimental measurements. In this report we elaborate on the numerical procedures used in the theory. We present a method for the numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation (BE) describing low temperature plasma electrons. We apply the method to a capacitively-coupled, radio-fiequency-driven He discharge in parallel-plate geometry which contains time scales for physical processes s p d g six. orders of magnitude. By alternating this BE method with a fluid description of the electrons, or with a novel time-cycle-average equation method, we compute the periodic steady state of a He plasma by time evolution from startup conditions. We find that the predicted results compare favorably with the measured current-voltage, plasma density, and excited state densities obtained from experiment.
Introduction
There has been a considerable interest in low temperature plasma discharges for over half a century. Practical applications of these plasmas include pulsed power, lighting, lasers, semi-conductor processing, and materials modification, In this paper, we will be concerned with the simulation of capacitively-coupled, radio-frequency (rf) driven plasmas which have a quasi-one-dimensional geometry in the active plasma region. We compare to measurements in the GEC Reference Cell[ 13, which is a laboratory device designed to facilitate comparisons of plasma diagnostics taken at different laboratories. The cell also simulates conditions in some designs of commercial semiconductor-etching reactors. It is so named because of its conception at the 1989 Gaseous Electronics Conference. Typical gas pressures can range from tens to hundreds of mTorr, with the ionization f'raction remaining quite small, on the order of O.OOO1 or less. The plasmas are driven by applied 13.56 MHz rf potentials of tens to hundreds of volts across a one inch electrode separation. These discharges are not at thermal equilibrium and appear not to be well characterized by local field descriptions. The electron "temperatures" may reach several tens of thousands of degrees (several eV) and can drive electronic and chemical reactions which require very high temperatures.
In the operational region of interest to us there is an almost exponential dependence of the plasma density on the applied field. This suggests that accuracy in the theoretical simulation of these plasmas is essential because small errors in certain aspects of the simulation could lead to unpredictable results. An accurate simulation requires, among other things, that we compute electronic rates from the electron distribution function, and that we evaluate the electric field self-consistently within the plasma. The rates are not constant in space or time, nor simply related to the local field or mean electron energy. Thus, any model which hopes to do better than exhibiting, at best, qualitative behavior must be able to reliably and self-consistently determine rates for all contributing processes. muid or so-called "continuum" methods are, by themselves, unable to provide rates for accurate simulation of non-Maxwellian plasmas. Instead, a Boltzmann q u ation (BE) type of solution, which incorporates an electron velocity distribution, is required. Approaches to combining the ab-initio character of the BE with the computational speed of the fluid description have been presented [2] . One still needs efficient numerical methods for the generation of solutions of Boltzmann's equation. These include direct solutions of Boltzmann's equation via finite-differences [3] , polynomial expansions [4, 5] , methods of characteristics (also called convective schemes) [6, 7] , and separation of variables [8] . Other Boltzmann-like solutions have been obtained via PIC/Monte Carlo methods [9, 10] . These Boltzmann methods provide much more information than a fluid model, but they are computationally intensive, requiring hundreds of times more computer time than a fluid calculation over the same time interval.
Some of these Boltzmann methods have been developed into very reliable and robust computer codes, capable of detailed simulations of the plasma. However, by themselves, they require far too much computer time to be of practical use for other than short simulations of plasma transients. This situation arises because of the tremendous range of time scales associated with different constituents of the plasma. For instance, collision and plasma periods can be as small as 0.1 ns. On the other hand, characteristic times for ions are on the order of microseconds, and metastables equilibriate on diffusion time scales which may be as long as milliseconds. The time steps in an explicit Boltzmann solution must be sufficiently small to resolve u Z Z of these processes. Thus, the plasma may take milliseconds to reach a steady state, and the BE might have to step through the calculation with picosecond time steps requiring io9 iterations.
To deal with this problem, we have developed 'mixed' hybrid procedures which treat the electrons both with the Boltzmann equation and with fluid-like equations, while maintaining fluid descriptions for the heavy species under all conditions. The mixed hybrid notion arises, in our context, when we alternate our treatment of the electrons between a Boltzmann and a fluid or averaged description. Since a fluid-like description of the heavy species is always maintained, we are characterizing the ion energy as a mean value, even at the electrodes. Our 'mixed' hybrid is distinguished from conventional hybrid schemes, in the sense that the conventional use of the term 'hybrid' arises from the fact that electrons are treated differently than ions. Typically, electrons are treated kinetically while ions are treated as a fluid. In our 'mixed' scheme, we treat electrons alternately as either kinetic or fluid particles. It is this duality of the electrons that constitutes what we regard as our mixed hybrid.
We have, in fact, developed two distinct mixed hybrid methods. Both methods treat the heavy species hydrodynamically. The hybrids we will discuss refer to the mixed treatment of the electrons. The fist is a Boltzmann-Equation/Fluid-Equation (BE/FE) procedure. It is fully self-consistent with the Poisson equation and alternately solves the Boltwnann and fluid equations for the electrons. Typically, the Boltzmann equation is solved for only a few rf cycles and generates rates and mobility constants which are then used in the fluid equations, which, in turn, are solved for hundreds of rf cycles, and so on.
Ow second mixed hybrid code, which is used exclusively in this work, is referred to as a Boltzmann-EquatiodAverage-Equation (BUM) procedure. Here again, the electron Boltzmann equation is self-consistently solved with the Poisson equation and the heavy particle FE for only a few rf cycles. Based on infomation gained from the Boltzmann solution, a set of average equations (AE) is then used to advance only the heavy species in a fixed, time-averaged, effective electric field. Electrons are ignored in the AE -the electron density is simply increased or decreased with the change in positive ion density. The electron distribution function is allowed to readjust when the Boltvnann solution is restarted. The AE can be solved for many rf cycles before returning to the BE, but we have not found an automatic method for self-determination of the length of the AE intervals in the BE/AE hybrid.
. Method of Solution

Boltzmann equation
At the heart of our calculations is an explicit time-dependent numerical solution of the electron Boltvnann equation [6, 8] . We directly solve the Boltzmann equation in a three-dimensional phase space which includes one configuration-space and two velocity-space dimensions. The Boltzmann equation for electrons in this 1D-2V geometry is r Here, f e (z ,vz ,v, ,t ) is the electron velocity distribution function (EVDF), and r(z ,v, ,v, ,t ) is the collision operator, containing all of the electron scattering information[l l]. Generally we will be investigating plasmas in which the fractional ionization of the gas is less than O.OOO1 so that electron-ion and electron-electron collisions can be ignored. Thus the binary collision assumption in the BE is assured and collective screening effects are negligible.
I' consists of an in-scatter term I ? , and an out-scatter term r which contain respectively the electron scattering rates into and out of a phase-space volume element located at (z ,vr ,vr). Thus, r(z ,vz ,vr ,t ) = r+ -r.
(2) P and may each contain several components corresponding to each of the collision processes included in the model. The numerical evaluation of the collision integrals is simplified if we neglect the electron mass Compared to the atomic mass, and also if we treat the differential cross sections as isotropic. The latter is a fair approximation for electron-neutral scattering if we use the momentum-transfer elastic cross section in place of the total elastic cross section. Explicit expressions for I ? and I-, under conditions of isotropic scattering, and a Lorentz gas (ie. limit of me = 0), can be written using the following definition of the angle-averaged EVDF,
where 0 is the scattering angle measured from the electric field direction 2.
For elastic scattering, the out-and in-scatter terms, rei-and Fer+ are, respec-
and Here, no is the neutral gas density and om? is the momentum transfer scattering cross section. The momentum transfer cross section is used in order to obtain the correct lowest moment of the scattering integral when using isotropic cross sections. The above elastic scattering terms produce only angular relaxation of the EVDF. Electron energy relaxation is mainly driven by inelastic excitation processes, but there is a small correction due to atomic recoil in elastic scattering. This effect is important in the plasma bulk, where electron energies may fall below an eV. Electron cooling, to order me/M (the e1ectron:atom mass ratio), due to elastic collisions is contained in the
This cooling term is the leading correction to the hrentz-gas approximation contained in Eqs.(4a) and (4b).
For inelastic collisions, the out-scatter term for atomic transitions i -+ j is rii-= niv o i i ( v ) f .
The corresponding in-scatter term is where, v12 = v 2 + (2/me )(wj-wi).
Here, Wi and ni are, respectively, the energy and density associated with the ith atomic level and ojj is the cross section for the i -+ j transition. Note that these relations are valid for inelastic and superelastic transitions. Detailed balance is used to relate the upwards and downwards cross sections.
The out-scatter term due to ionization of the ith atomic level is
where oiion is the cross section for ionization of the ith atomic level. We use an approximation for the ionization inscatter term that assumes the ejected electron and the scattered incident electron share the available energy with a fixed partitioning. With this assumption, the associated in-scatter term has two components, taking account of the incident electron and the secondary electron produced during the ionization. are the equations of motion defining an electron trajectory in an external field producing acceleration a. In m48) the quantities At, Az , and Avz are not restricted to be small increments. We combine this time evolution with an incremental, first order (Eulerian) advance for the collision term and have where we use an integration algorithm correct to second order for the trajectory (assuming time-independent acceleration due to the local field),
In this form, the time step At is not limited by the Courant condition and enables much larger time steps to be used than are permitted by finite-difference solutions.
The time step is, however, limited by other factors such as the collision and plasma periods. The terms on the right-hand side of Eq(9a) are computed by an on-grid advance of the collision tern, followed by the displacement along the characteristics of the Vlasov operator, which we discuss in the following section B.
Note that Eqs. (8) and (9) are written in such a manner that, as it is advanced in time from t+t+At, each of the electron trajectories can be chosen to terminate exactly on a grid point in phase space (see Fig. 1 .) In general the initial point (at time t) of each trajectory will not lie on a grid point. Thus, the density at the initial point of each trajectory must be interpolated from nearby points in phase space of the EWDF at time t. This scheme, which we refer to as Back-Interpolation (BI), can be contrasted with a Forward-Distribution (FD) moving algorithm in which trajectories begin on grid points and are terminated by distributing the densities among the phase space grid points nearest the trajectory terminus [7] .
As the BE is advanced in time, the EVDF can be used to evaluate the time and space dependent rates of electron driven processes such as excitation and ioeation.
For instance, the excitation rate associated w i t h the atomic transition i -+ j is
The rate of ionization of the ith atomic level is . rates. Meanwhile, the neutral and ionic atomic species are advanced in time in accordance with these rates and the following two-moment (continuity and momentum) fluid equations: The curved line represents a particle trajectory in phase space. At each time step, trajectories are advanced in such a manner that they terminate on each of the discrete coordinates. The initial point for a trajectory will not, in general, lie on one of these points. Thus, the density of the initial point will have to be interpolated from the values of the surrounding points at the earlier time.
Here, nj and nion are the densities of the jth atomic level and the ions, respectively.
4'"" is the ion flux, and DW" and pWn are the ion diffusion and mobility. Dj is the neutral diffusion constant. Note that the ion fluid velocity is integrated from an Euler-like equation of motion which is written in a form that allows the ion velocity to asymptotically approach the known ion mobility and diffusion when inertia is unimportant. This occurs as mWn becomes small.
Ions and metastable atoms striking the electrodes produce secondary electrons which are distributed in a pre-defined energy distribution. Secondary electrons due to elecion impact are included via an energy dependent reflection coefficient. Metastable-metastable annihilation is also included with the resulting unit yield of electrons distributed in a Gaussian profile centwed on a specified energy.
The Poisson equation, is solved by tridiagonal (Thomas) inversion at each time step, based on charge densities'on grid points between the electrodes. The potential at the grounded electrode is fixed at zero while the potential at the driven electrode is Q0 sin(ot ). The electric field is computed by central difference from the potential. The major spatial grid stores the EVDF, particle densities, charge, and potential. A midpoint grid distributed between the major grid points stores the electric field and particle fluxes. The use of the major grid and the midpoint grid facilitates the finite differencing of the spatial derivatives, and also suppresses the growth of error associated with the highest frequency spatial mode.
We use a non-uniform spatial grid in order to increase accuracy in the sheath regions. The velocity grid is either chosen to be uniform in the velocity components, or to be uniform i n square root of component absolute value. The latter grid is sometimes necessary for describing high density plasmas with a large density of cold (sub eV) electrons serving as a background for a much smaller density of electrons with higher energy. All finite differencing is developed to be second-order accurate in phase space manipulations wherever possible.
The Back-Interpolation Algorithm
The Vlasov operator or 'moving algorithm' for the EVDF is described by Eq (9). We have cast Eq.(9) so that the density at a particular phase-space element in the EVDF is advanced in time by interpolating, along zand v,, the EVDF of an earlier time. We refer to this as a 'back-interpolation' @I) method as opposed to a forwarddistribution (FD) method [7] which advances the EVDF by taking a particular phasespace density from the earlier EVDF and distributing it over various phase-space elements of the later EVDF. The FD concept is present in all PIC methods [9] , which a l l o h the predicted particle charge to space grids in order to solve Poisson's equation. Of course, this is not equivalent to redistributing the PIC particles themselves.
An important feature of our BI algorithm is that it allows one to easily use higher-order interpolation methods, unlike FD schemes which are usually linear. The use of higher order interpolation in the moving algorithm helps to reduce numerical diffusion, and enables one to resolve subtle effects such as electron energy loss due to momentum transfer collisions.
To illustrate this point, we have investigated a simple, homogeneous case sensitive to the momentum transfer energy loss. The electric field was fixed at 0.1 V/cm and the helium gas density was 1.0 Torr, giving a ratio of field strength to neutral density of 0.28~10-~~Vcrn~, a value typical of the bulk region of our discharges. The initial electron energy distribution for each case was a Maxwellian with 0.2 eV mean energy. Two sets of calculations were made. One set used a four point bivariate (ie, in z and v,) linear interpolation in the moving algorithm, and the other used a nine point bivariate interpolation, based on the 3 point Lagrange quadratic formula for each of the variables. In the quadratic interpolation, the nearest grid-point to the trajectory start was chosen to be the center point of the nine point cluster. Within each set of calculations, we varied the number of velocity points, or equivalently, the velocity resolution. The two sets of calculations were integrated for a given interval of time, with the only difference being the accuracy of the interpolation algorithm. A comparison of the calculated average energies vs velocity resolution was made and the results are presented in the form of a Richardson plot [13] in Fig.2 . As the velocity resolution Av approaches zero, the calculated energies from both the linear and quadratic codes approach the same value. The quadratic code clearly demonstrated electron momentum kansfer cooling (Eq.(5)) and yielded results within a few percent of the extrapolated value with a modest number of velocity points. On the other hand, the cooling of the electrons in the code using Zinear interpolation is dominated by numerical A slight complication arises from the back-interpolation method when the initial phase-space point is projected to lie beyond the electrodes. In such cases, the source of the electron is assumed to be at the electrode, but from a slightly advanced point in time. The density is obtained by interpolating in time, at the electrode, between an updated and previously stored EVDF. Scattering conditions at the electrodes specify the outgoing part of the EVDF in terms of the incident part at any given time. These boundary conditions for the BE are simple to implement and rigorous[ 1 11.
Boltzmunn-EquationlAverage-Equation Hybrid
Our calculations in this paper focus on results obtained from our BWAE hybrid code. As was mentioned above, a purely Boltzmann solution is prohibitively timeconsuming, suggesting that some fluid-like solution might be better suited for the task.
Recall that we are treating the heavy particle dynamics by two-moment fluid equations throughout. Only the electrons are treated by the Boltzmann equation. Fluid equations are "fast" because they do not solve for a velocity distribution function, but without an EVDF, they cannot predict many of the parameters which they require in order to be accurate. This suggests, then, that some combination of the predictive properties of the Boltzmann equation and the efficiency of the fluid equations might be formed to produce a satisfactory solution.
One such alliance of the BE/FE, which we will only mention briejiy, is one in which the BE for the electrons is used, periodically, to provide averaged rates, mobility, and diffusivity for electrons. This allows us to integrate a fully self-consistent set of FE (including the electrons) coupled with the Poisson equation for many rf cycles before returning to the BE, whereupon the BE for the electrons is restarted and new electron properties are recalculated. The time-averaged, space-dependent quantities are calculated according to
t-ri
where g is the quantity to be averaged, and T is, typically, 1 or 2 rf periods. The electron mobility and diffusivity are spatially averaged across the discharge gap in addition to the time average. This scheme offers a considerable speed improvement over a purely BE solution, but it has some limitations. Our experience has shown that the FE can require a time step smaller than that which is used in the BE, at least with our explicit method of integration. The smaller time step limits the speed of the FE to about 100 times faster than the BE with a nominal velocity grid on our computers. Of course a more global limitation is that the FE must resolve the applied rf time scale, which is considerably less than the time scales associated with ion and neutral motion. Although the Bf;JFE offers a sigruficant improvement in speed, it still falls short of what is required for discharges that require tens of thousands of rf cycles before reaching steady state. An additional problem with the BE/FE hybrid is that the cycle-averaged quantities that determine the behavior of the electron fluid, ie. the mobility and Musivity, may cause the electron fluid solution to deviate from the kinetic BE solution in such a manner that the BIWE hybrid does not converge to a "nice" steady state, but settles into a quasi-steady state which differs somewhat in the BE and FE intervals. This might be improved by the use of a space-dependent mobility and diffusivity for the electron fluid, but we have not investigated this aspect of the BE-to-FE calibration.
In response to these difficulties, we have developed a second mixed hybrid method. Here, the FE equations for electrons are abandoned, and a set of equations that advance only the heavy species, in afied field withfied electron-produced rates, are used. We refer to this as a Boltzmann-EquatiodAverage-Equation (BWAE) hybrid. In the AE intervals, the equations of motion for the heavy species in the plasma are exactly Eqs.(12)-(14) with Rij replaced by Rij, and Eq. (15) replaced by Here, (E v)fjt, and Dfir, are computed in the last BE cycle and are defined below. The time-cycle-averaged cross sections. The rates are chosen to remain fixed during the AE. As we are not treating the electron dynamics or the applied rf field during the AE, we must decide how to approximate the electric field acting on the charged ions. We could use an averaged field, E , or attempt to evaluate a dynamic field from the Poisson equation assuming some prescribed variation in the electron charge density during the AE. By observation of the BE solutions themselves, we have found that it is best to assume the electric field is invariant in time, which implies that the electron density variation in the AE should track the positive ion density variation, giving a constant charge density, potential, and field. We also have found that the transition from BE to AE and are computed as in Eq.( 17) from the distribution function and back is much more stable if we reduce the size of the directly-averaged field and balance the decrease by an increased ion diffusion constant, very much motivated by ambipolar diffusion analysis, Physically, the reasons for this ambipolar correction to the averaged field can be understood by considering that, in the bulk, the electron and ion densities are nearly identical and that the sheath has shielded out most of the electric field. Furthermore, it must be remembered that the 'real' field is oscillatory and that, although the electric field averaged over a single cycle may have some small finite value, fixing the bulk field 'to this value for thousands of equivalent average periods may exaggerate the small bias in the ion motion.
Our prescription for determining the field to be used in the AE can be motivated for all z . By inspection of computed values, this field is close to the direct cycle average of E, except in the bulk, where it is considerably weaker. Thus what we accomplish is a replacement of weak electric-field-driven ion flux by a diffusion-driven flux in the bulk. The heavy particle densities and fluxes are also cycle-averaged in the last BE cycle and these averages are used as initial conditions for the AE integration. We save the ratio of the instantaneous densities to the cycle-average densities (as a function of z) at this point for use in the restarting of the BE. The result of using this averaging procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3 , showing how the ion flux varies with time and space during the BE and AE periods. The results of Fig. 3 are near steady-state equilibrium, and there is very little change to be seen in the 4000 cycles of AE integration.
During the AE, the motion of the electrons is ignored, but the ions are allowed to continue to evolve. The electric field is fixed to a time-averaged, space-dependent value given by (Ep)fc from Fq(20). Upon finishing the AE interval of integration, the ion density may be different than it was at the beginning of the AE internal. The question then arises, how to adjust the electron density to be consistent with the new ion distribution. This is accomplished, when re-entering the BE, by increasing or decreasing the electron density and EVDF (at each space point) by the amount of change in ion density produced during the AE integration. This maintains the relative electron-ion charge balance, which is assumed to be constant during the AE integration. The AE densities are also multiplied by the ratio of instantaneous to average densities that were saved from the previous BE interval. This helps smooth the transition from the AE back to the BE. The electrons quickly readjust to the new plasma conditions, sometimes acquiring energy high enough to affect the rates in the BE. Ionization is temporarily suppressed to avoid these spurious ion peaks. Typically, the electrons require several nanoseconds to readjust. This BE/AE procedure has similarit i e s to one method described by Sommerer and coworkers [2, 7] for the acceleration of plasma simulations.
The BE/= has some important advantages over the BE/FE. Since the AE interval does not advance electrons, calculate self-consistent electric fields, or respond to the rf frequency, the whole procedure is more stable, runs faster, and can accept much larger time-steps. Furthermore, the BE/AE closely approaches the same steady state as the BE because the AE are based on direct numerical averages of quantities evaluated in the BE. This is contrasted to the BE/FE hybrid where one is basing the acceleration algorithm on a different physical description, namely the fluid equations for the electrons. The only further importan't observation to be made is that the BE/FE and the BE/AE display almost identical convergence properties when solving the plasma from startup conditions. However we cannot prove that the overall time dependence is exact because of the many time scales involved in the plasma dynamics. We feel that FIGURE 3. Ion Drift Velocity in Space and Time. The time-interval plotted here includes both BE and AE periods. The Boltzmann equation was solved for three rf cycles. The drift velocity during the BE clearly reflects the oscillations of the applied rf potential. During the AE, this oscillatory motion is averaged out as the ions respond to a time-averaged, effective electric field. Here, the AE equations were solved for 4000 rf cycles. The variation in spacing that is evident in the spatial dimension of the grid work is due to the non-unifonn grid as discussed in the text. certain plasma rransients might be better described by the BE/FE hybrid.
Summarizing, the BWAE is comprised of the following steps:
1. The numerical solutions of the electron-Boltzmann and ion-fluid equations are carried out, self-consistently with the Poisson equation, for some prescribed interger number of RF cycles, as described in section E A .
2. During the last BE cycle, space-dependent, time-averaged electron driven rates and neutral species diffusion constants are calculated using Eq. (17) . The diffusion constant and the effective E p product for the ions and are computed via Eqs. (17), ( 19) and (20). The space-dependent, time-averaged electron densities are computed and saved for re-entry into the BE. The instantaneous electron densities at the end of the BE cycle are also saved.
3.
'
The heavy species are advanced for several RF cycles according to the modified versions of Eqs. (12)- (14) and (15b), where the appropriate time-averaged quantities have been substituted for the instantaneous values. Electron dynamics are not treated.
4.
When the prescribed number of RF periods have been completed with the AE equations, the electron densities have to be updated before re-entering the BE integration. The average electron densities are scaled up (or down) by the net change in ion density over the AE period. Then the average electron densities are scaled at each space point by the ratio of instantaneous to average density which was computed at the beginning of the AE period.
5. Return to step 1, entering the BE integration at the same phase in the RF cycle as when it was left.
Simulations for He Plasma
Helium Model
We have modified our BWAE code to incorporate a realistic model for simulating low-temperature He discharges. Fig. 4 illustrates the five level model we have developed for electron/helium collisions. In the figure Janev[l8] . The singlet composite levels decay to the ls2p 'P which decays to both the 1s 2s ' S metastable and the ground level. The triplet composite levels all decay to the ls2s3P metastable. Effective lifetimes due to radiation trapping for the ls2pfP + 1s2s1S and the ls2p 'P + ls2 transitions were also included[l2].
Additional processes which produce electrons include metastable-metastable annihilation and secondary electron emission due to ions or metastables impacting on the electrodes. Electrons produced from a metastable-metastable annihilation are distributed isotropically within a Gaussian shaped energy band having a half-width of 1.0 eV, and centered on 9.54 eV. Here, we used a reaction rate constant of ~. O X~O '~ cm3sec'l. Our value is about twice the average of all the experiments done on this quantity. The destruction coefficient for metastable-metastable collisions, which is defined to be twice the metastable-metastable reaction rate coefficient, is given with critical discussion in: R.H.Neynaber, et. ai. [ 191. Our value is also in rough agreement with the value used by Sommerer, et.ai. [7] , who apparently made the same error in interpretation of the reported rates, due to the confused definition of the rate constant. Electrons produced via ion or metastable impact on the electrodes are also distributed isotropically, with energies evenly distributed between 2.0 and 13.0 eV. The secondary electron coefficients yio,, and ymetatdle are 0.28 [20] and 0.29 [21] , respectively. Electrons impacting on the electrodes were specularly reflected with an energy dependent scattering coefficient of the fonn where E is the energy of the incident electron in eV. Fq (21) was obtained by fitting to the measured data [22] . A point that we have ignored because of a lack of information is the energy spectrum of the electron-produced secondary electrons.
The ion motion, described by Eq. (15), requires ion mobility and diffusion constants pbn and Dion. The ion mobility is not a constant, but dependent on the local electric field by way of an empirical formula given by Ward [23] . The diffusion 
Convergence of the BEJAE Scheme
As we have indicated in the Introduction, plasmas in the GEC cell may require several tens of thousands of rf cycles, or several milliseconds, to reach a steady state.
This requires as many as lo8 BE time steps before convergence. Our BWAE scheme, whicb we have described above, can reduce the number of calculations required by more than 3' orders of magnitude.
The ability of our BE/AE hybrid to converge on a steady state solution for arbitrarily chosen initial conditions is illustrated in Fig. 5 . It shows, as a function of time, the electron, triplet and singlet metastable, and current densities at the midpoint of the discharge. The conditions for which these results were obtained were for a 0.5 Torr, 100 Volt amplitude, helium plasma operating at 13.56 MHz and with an electrode separation of one inch. The initial conditions for the simulation consisted of spatially uniform electron and ion densities of 5.0~10~cm'~. The initial Maxwellian electron distribution had a mean energy of 3.0 eV. The initial metastable and excited state densities were zero.
The Boltzmann i d average equations were alternately solved for various lengths of time. In the early stages of the simulation, the Boltzmann equation was solved for two If cycles, after which the average equations were solved for 100 cycles. As the simulation progressed, changes in the plasma became more subtle, and it was possible to adjust the procedure to solving the AE for 4000 cycles for each two or three cycles using the BE. Different ratios of Boltzmann to average periods can also be used.
Such differences, although not affecting the steady state values, may yield different transient behavior in the simulation. This is because the use of the BWAE procedure may introduce spurious transient dynamics. Thus, it is important to point out that the time-dependence illustrated in the Fig. 5 . is not necessarily a true picture of the timedependence of the real plasma. We have, however, strived to select a program of alternating BWAE periods which will yield reasonably accurate transient information while minimizing the computation time. This is done by adjusting the number of cycles over which the AE are solved, before returning to the BE to update the rates and the field. When the characteristics of the plasma are changing rapidly, the rates are updated more often by the BE. When changes in the plasma are slow, the AE are solved for longer periods of time before returning to the BE. The final test of convergence that we apply is that the densities should not change by more than a few percent on the final sequence on BE-AE-BE integrations, where the AE interval is of the order of the slowest time scale in the system (typically several thousand RF periods.) In this example, the convergence was better than 0.1% over 8000 RF periods.
Steady-State of a He RF Discharge
Because we have a rather complete kinetic model of the He plasma, we choose a test case for comparison to experiment [25] . There are a few case studies of He rf-driven He plasmas in the literature [2] , but these all have differing dimensions, pressures, and applied voltages, as well as different degrees of sophistication in the method of simulation. A calculation for the GEC reference cell [ 11 would seem to be most appropriate for our exercise. The GEC cell is a parallel plate, 13.56MHz, 1 in (2.54 cm) plate separation laboratory device with good diagnostics for electron and metastable densities. We choose to examine the 100 V amplitude, l Torr case and compare to experimentally measured quantities. The experimental measurements as well as additional simulations are being reported in separate publications [25, 26] for a range of voltages and pressures.
The calculation proceeded through a series of BE/AE cycles, some of which required changes in grid density and time step to accommodate the increased plasma density and sheath structure, but this could have been avoided with judicious starting conditions. Our code has several processing subroutines which can revise the gridding and time steps when needed. The results reported here in fact originated as a completed steady-state run at another gas pressure or voltage. The total effective real time of BWAE evolution is more than 1 ms, but the number of BE cycles is the order of several tens. The space grid increased from 0.01693 cm (2.54 cm/150) near the electrodes to 0.06773 cm. in the center, with a total of 91 points altogether. The velocity grid consisted of 65 points in each direction (+v,, -vz, vr), distributed out to an energy of 100 eV. The time step was 0.02 ns. The moving was performed with the bivariate quadratic back interpolation, and the velocity gridding was uniform in I vi I as discussed earlier. The results are converged in time to better than a few percent in 8000 rf cycles, but a realistic limit on the numerical accuracy might be as large as 10-20% due to space and velocity gridding. In Table I , we give a comparison the experimental measurements of Greenberg and Hebner [25] under these conditions. There could be a question as to the meaning of a comparison of 1D calculations with experiment, but the unpublished results [25] show a fairly radially uniform ( 10% density variation) plasma in the center of the reactor. Thus we feel these comparisons are meaningful.
The most noteworthy feature of the comparison is the agreement of the predicted quantities to better than about a factor of two with the measurements. The overprediction of the singlet metastable density may be due to a high electron mean energy in the simulation. The presence of more sub-eV electrons would selectively de-excite the singlet metastable into the triplet, thus lowering the singlet density w i t h very little noticeable effect on the triplet density. A hot electron distribution would tend to hold the tripletlsinglet density ratio at 3, but neither the simulation nor the measurement shows this ratio precisely. We feel that the overall agreement with absolute measurements of plasma and atomic densities is quite encouraging.
Total current density
I ( m~
Center electron average kinetic energy (eV) 2.3 1.8' Table I . Comparison of our plasma data with the experimentally measured quantities from [25] . The conditions are 100 V amplitude driving voltage, 1 Torr He gas, and 2.54 cm. electrode separation, The electrode area is 81 cm2. Center refers to the midpoint between the electrodes, on-axis in the radial center. 'The mean energy for the experiment was not measured, but roughly deduced from data of Godyak, et al [27] in a different geometry discharge, using the current density from [25] .
Summary
We have developed an efficient, numerical, mixed hybrid simulation of lowtemperature rf plasmas in a 1D-2V geometry. Our method includes a fully selfconsistent solution of the Boltzmann/F'oisson equations and a set of time-averaged, fluid-like equations which are coupled to the Boltzmann/Poisson solution.
A unique feature of our Boltzmann solution is its Back-Interpolation algorithm.
This algorithm improves both accuracy and efficiency of the calculation because it allows one to use higher order interpolation methods during advance of the electron densities in phase space. The higher order interpolation reduces numerical diffusion in the calculation and also reduces the density of points required for an accurate solution.
Our mixed hybrid method allows one to use information gained during a 
